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The novel-tentatively dermed as a long work of prose fiction--did not 
appear in Vietnam until the first quarter of this century, much later than 
in China. There were several reasons for its late arrival, the most 
important having to do with the nature of chi} nom, or 'Southern 
script', an inconsistent and complicated method of writing the 
Vietnamese language using Chinese characters. Until the early twen
tieth century, Vietnamese scholar-gentry and court officials either wrote 
in Chinese using, of course, Chinese characters, or, if they wished to 
write in the vernacular for their compatriots, most of whom were not 
literate in Chinese or Vietnamese, they wrote in chi} nom. If they 
wrote a story in chi] nOm, they wrote it in verse not prose because 
verse contained the mnemonic aids of rhyme, parallelism, and rhythm 
that facilitated memorization and oral dissemination among non
literate members of the society. This is why, when chi} nom was the 
only writing system available, Vietnamese wrote truy?n the! nOm, 
verse narratives in nom, not long prose novels. The novel emerged in 
Vietnam when quac-ngil, or 'the national script', the new alphabetical 
writing system using roman letters, replaced the old chi} nom. 1 

Changes in the socio-economic situation-namely the growth of cities, 
the development of a petty-bourgeois class, a weakening of traditional 
communal values, the rise of individualism-also prepared the way for 
the novel. These changes have accompanied, and perhaps caused, the 
rise of the novel in other countrles.2 

Story telling is an ancient art in Vietnam as in other countries. To 
discuss the beginnings of the novel one must decide when narrative 
discourse becomes novelistic discourse and to do that one needs a 
definition that distinguishe~the novel from other types of narrative. 
One cannot rely on labels because labels are rarely applied to literary 
works in a precise way. Some Vietnamese, for example, use the tenn 
'tilu-thuyit', literally 'a small story', to refer to both nineteenth
century verse narratives and modem works of prose fiction.3 We assume 
that a novel has to be long and in prose. In contrast to the romance, a 
genre that preceded the novel in both Vietnam and England, a novel is 
set in recent times usually in the country of the author, not in some 
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"distant, idealized past".4 A romance, which has affinities with the epic, 
does not stress verisimilitude. A novel, however, aims to give an au
thentic account of individual lives-to record life as it is-and thus it 
resembles history and journalism. To achieve verisimilitude, novelists 
often use less ornate language than that used by romance writers; they 
have their narrators and characters speak as people commonly speak in 
everyday life.s Novels tend to be more "middle-class in scope": usually 
they present middle-class, not aristocratic, characters and are intended for 
a middle-class readership. While romances-"value the preservation of 
virtue and chastity", novels "tend to focus on illegal doings and for
biddcn passions".6 

Finding a defimtion of the novel was relatively easy. A more dif
ficult problem arose when we tried to square what many critics were 
saying about its early development in Vietnam with what we were 
learning about a southern writer named H6 Vlln Trung, who wrote under 
the pen name H6 Bi€u CMnh. Most Vietnamese literary historians and 
textbook writers identify either Hoang Ngoc PMch's T6 Tam [Pure 
Heart] or Nguyin Tr<?ng Thu~t's Qu~ dtla d~ [The Red Melon] as being 
the first modem novel in Vietnam'? Both works were published in 1925 
in Hanoi, but they are completely different kinds of stories. T6 Tam is a 
love story which became a cause celebre in part because it breaks with 
Lradition by ending tragically, with the death of the heroine. Qu~ dtla eta, 
in contrast, is a greatly expanded and embellished version of an old 
Vietnamese folk tale about a loyal subject who is banished to an unin
habited island by the king who has judged him wrongly. After he turns 
the island into a center for watermelon production, he is pardoned by the 
king and reinstated on the mainland. We could easily see why T6 Tam 
has been considered a modem novel, and although we would classify 
Qu~ dtla eto as only a quasi-novel-as part novel, part romance, part di
dactic prose fiction along the lines of Gulliver's Travels8-still it ~ 
written in prose and it i£ long and so we could see why Vietnamese 
scholars have also called it a novel. What we had trouble understanding 
was why He:> BieiJ Chanh was so rarely mentioned in discussions of the 
early novel. 

He) Bie:u Chanh was born in Go-cong Province in the Mekong Del
ta area of southern Vietnam. In 1912 when he was 27 years old and an 
official in the French colonial administration, he volunteered to be 
transferred to Ca-mau at the southern tip of Vietnam. Before moving to 
Ca-mau he had assisted in the translation of a collection of Chinese 
stories and had written some poetry, including a narrative titled U·tlnh 
I~c IA Story of Sad Love], which he composed in the traditional six
eight verse form. After finishing it he decided he could reach his readers 
morc effcctively in another genre. He had read some prose narratives 
\\riLLen by other Victnamese living in the Delta region,9 including one 
b) I rin Chanh Chi~u titled Hoang T6.Anh ham oan [The Unjust Suf
fcring of Hoang T6-Anh], a work which he later referred to as "the first 
novel in thc Six Provinces [the Delta region], a love story which de
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picted local characters and was written in prose". After reading this work 
he decided that "it was easier to move people in prose" than in verse and 
so, inspired by Trfut CMnh Chiau's example and by the poetic scenery 
of Ca-mau, he tried his hand at prose narrative. to The result was a work 
titled Ai lam dWe? [Who Can Do It?], a story set in Ca-mau which 
tells about a gift's struggle to escape the treachery of an evil step
mother. 't 

He> Bieu CMnh wrote Ai lam «tilde? in 1912. This 1912 version 
was serialized in the southern weekly newspaper Nong COl min dam 
[Discussions of Agriculture and Commerce] beginning on March 20, 
1919. In 1922 He> Biiu CMnh rewrote Ai lam etlldc? and published it in 
book form. I I Hoang Ng<;>c PMch wrote 16 Tam in 1922 and published 
it in 1925,12 the same year Qu~ dna et3 appeared. Therefore Ai lam 
etlidc? definitely predates both these works. And this was only the be
ginning of a long career as a novelist. By 1925 H6 Bieh CMnh had al
ready written six novels-we would call them novels-and he went on to 
write over 60 novels and was still writing when he died in 1958. In 
contrast, both Hoang Ng<;>c Phach and Nguygn TC<?ng Thu~t wrote only 
one long fictional work in prose. So why do some literary historians, 
including the respected Dliong Quang Ham, not even mention H6 Biiu 
CMnh's contributions to the novel? 

Seeking answers, we turned first to H6 Bi~u CMnh's early works. 
Ai lam Jlldc? is about a girl named Bach Tuyk the daughter of a dis
trict chief. whose real mother is poisoned by her father's concubine 
when Bach Tuy~t is six years old. Bach Tuy~t later learns from a faith
ful servant of the family the circumstances of her mother's death. When 
she is seventeen, a man named Chi Dai comes to Ca-mau looking for 
work. He meets B~ch Tuy~t's grandfather, a wealthy man, who recog
nizes his ta}ent and honesty and fmds him a job as a clerk in his son's 
(Bach Tuyet's father's) office. In order to obtain Bach Tuy~t's grand
father's money when he dies, the stepmother plans to have Bach Tuyet 
marry her nephew. Worried that B~ch TUy~t's grandfather may"arrange a 
marriage instead with the personable and talented Chi D~i, she ~ets him 
fired; and after he has left Ca-mau, she tries to rush Bach Tuyet into a 
marriage with her nephew. To avoid this match Bach tuy~t runs away 
in search of Chi D~. She finds him and they endure a miserable exist
ence in Saigon: he works as an office messenger, then as a rickshaw 
driver; Bach Tuy~t gets pregnant, then sick, the baby dies. Finally Bach 

{ " .
Tuyet's grandfather finds them, gives them money, arranges for them to 
be formally married, and finds Chi Dai a job on an expedition going to 
the Indian Ocean to dive for pearls. B~ch TUy& returns to C3-mau. The 
stepmother, still after the grandfather's fortune, tries to poison B~h 

Tuyk but Chi Dai returns just in time to rescue her. In the end, the 
stepmother is sent"to prison and B~ch Tuy~t and Chi D~ have two chil
dren and become one of the richest families in Cll-mau. 

Some critics argue that Ai Ian etdf!c? is modeled on Paul Bourget's 
Andr~ Cornelis, a French psychological novel about a boy who sus
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peets and later proves that his stepfather murdered his father.13 PauI 
Bourget was a popular author in Vietnam.14 ReS Biel Chanh may have 
read Andre Cornelis and received from this French novel the idea of 
writing a story about a child who has a parent killed by a stepparent. 
But Ai lam dli'!C? is clearly not modeled on Andre Cornelis: the stories 
are completely different in plot, form, tone, and theme. Andre Cor" 
nelis unfolds like a detective story: Andre, the young man, begins with 
only a vague suspicion that his stepfather killed his father; the novel is 
the story of how, through careful detective work, he turns this sus
picion into proof. Ai lam etude? completely lacks this detective-story 
quality: at the beginning of the story B~ch Tuyh and the reader already 
kno~ that B~ch Tuy~t's stepmother poisoned her real mother. B~ch 
Tuyet and Chi D~'s struggle to eke out an honorable living in Saigon 
takes up a large part of Ai lam ltli~? There is nothin~ comparable in 
Andre Cornel is to this love story between B~ch Tuyet and Chi D'}i: 
Andre is too obsessed with revenge to have any romantic interests. 
Andre Cornelis is written in the first person: it is Andre's written con
fession. Ai lam dd~?, however, is written in the third person and there 
is nothing confessional about its tone. Bourget's work is a psycho
logical novel that explores the effects of suspicion, vengeance, and guilt 
on the mind of a young man. Ai lam dlicfe?, on the other hand, is a 
moral tale about the wickedness of greed and the value of righteousness. 

Further evidence that Ai lam etlfde? is not modeled on Andre 
Cornelis is found in R6 Biiu CMnh's autobiography in which he in
cludes a list of the twelve works that he says were modeled on French 
novels. IS Ai lam .tilde? is not on this list. Ai lam dllde? probably 
would have been a bener work if R6 Bi~u CMnh had 'modeled it on 
Andre Cornelis. It exhibits, the weaknesses of what Phl!m Quynh in 
1921 called the i/difflg thCing [straight road] method of narration: 16 

events in Ai lam dtidC? are narrated one after the other with no detours 
for descriptions of characters, feelings, or setting. This was the tra
ditional method of narration, the method used in Chinese romances like 
The Three Kingdoms and Vietnamese verse narratives like Lue Van 
Tien. Since Ai lam dlilfc? was ReS Bie

1
u 'CMnh's first novel, it" is not 

surprising that it contains weaknesses. His later works reveal that he 
learned new and more complex methods of narration, probably by 
reading French novels and by writing Vietnamese novels modeled on 
French novels. Nevertheless, Ai lam dllde? fits most of our criteria for 
novelistic discourse: it is a long work ~ritten in prose; it is set in the 
time and country of the author; it portrays ordinary people who might 
have lived in south Vietnam around the tum of the century; and its 
characters ~ naturally in the southern dialect of Ca-mau. 

H6 Bieu CMnh's next two prose narrarives ~ on the author's list 
of works modeled on French novels: Chua tau Kim-Qui [The Captain 
of the Golden Turtle] (1922), mojeled after Alexander Dumas pere's 
Comte de Monte-Cristo, and Cay dang mui eto1 [The Bitterness of Life] 
(1922), modeled after Hector Malot's Sans Famille, a very popular work 
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in Vieblam. Although the plots of these novels roughly follow the 
plots of the French works, the characters and situations are completely 
Vieblamized. The Count of Monte-Cristo becomes a Vietnamese living 
during the reign of Minh ~g (182040) who is imprisoned when he 
breaks the arm of the man who has seduced his younger sister. The Ab
be who tells Edmond Dantes of the hidden treasure becomes in H~ Bi~'u 
Chlinh's work a descendant of a Chinese lord who controlled parts of 
Cambodia and South Vieblam in the seventeenth century. Signor 
Vitalis, the leader of a traveling trick dog show who adopts the family
less Rtmi in Hector Malot's novel, becomes in Cay ding mui dO'i a 
Vieblamese interpreter in the French colonial administration who, after 
a falling out with his mandarin boss, takes to the road with the hero, an 
orphan youth named f)d~. They perform as singers and guitar players 
rather than as animal trainers. More importantly, H6 Biiu Chlinh' 
characters espouse traditional Confucian values. When a rich lady wants 
to raise Dd<;fc, Ny DAng, the ex-interpreter, explains that he must 
raise him himself so he will-by experiencing the bitterness of life
learn to respect nhan-nghJa [benevolent love (and) righteousness], a 
common Sino-Vietnamese phrase used to suggest the Confucian moral 
0000. 

, 7 ' ,
Tiob m~ [Awakening from a Dream] (19231 ), H6 Bi!u CMnh's 

fourth prose narrative and the fIrst that no critic has suggested is mod
eled on a French novel, concerns Y~n Tuyet, the nineteen-year-old 
daughter of a prefect's wife, who is seduced by her fIrst cousin, Tntt'J\1g 
Xuan. The fact that TniOhg Xuan is already married and was raised by 
Y~n Tuy~t's mother, becoming therefore like a brother to Y~n Tuy~t, 
makes his action even more scandalous. yAn Tuy~t becomes pregnant 
and ~ her ~other and TJUl)ng Xuan must quickly hire someone to mar
ry Y~n Tuy!t so that family honor will be protected and Tnilmg Xuan's 
career chances preserved. They fmd a husband in the person of Ky ram, 
an ex-student thrown on hard times by fmancial setbacks suffered by his 
father. The wedding scene is remarkable because it reveals H6 Biiu 
Chlinh dealing ironically witb.the talent-meets-beauty motif at a time 
when his northern counterp~ere unable or unwilling to do so. Striv
ing to keep up appearances, a relative of Tnmng Xuan gives a speech in 
which he refers to the groom as a lai-Ill [talented youth] and the bride 
as a giai-nhan [beautiful girl]. Since the bride is already pregnant and 
the groom hastily rented for the occasion, this is defmitely not the kind 
of ideal match one might fmd in a verse romance. Ky Tam is, however, 
a talented-wtd principled-young man. He refuses all money for becom
ing a rent-a-husband, taking on the assignment to help Y~n Tuy~t's 
mother and to examine at fIrst !land tlJe hypocrisy of the rich. Even
tually he earns the respect of Y!n Tuyet and the story ends with their 
agreeing to become husband and wife in fact as well as name. 

All four of these stories by H6 Bi~~ CMnh are long narratives. All 
are written in prose. All, except perhaps Chua tau Kim-Qui, satisfy the 
criterion of recentness. All take place in southern Vieblam in the prav
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inces where Hel Bie'u CMnh worked as an adminislrator for the colonial 
government. They are not about kings and queens or high court officials 
but ordinary civil servants and farmers that one would meet in south 
Vietnam during the first quarter of this century. In short, these early 
narratives of H~ Bie~ CMnh appear not only to be novels but to be 
novels in some respects more modem than Tel Tim. 

One modem feature concerns the social class of the characters. Al
though like Hoang Ng9C PMch he makes r@resentatives of the middle 
and upper class his major characters, he also populates his works with 
characters drawn from lower levels of Vietnamese society. Two partic
ularly successful characters are the peasant woman (Ba Th6'i), who 
raises the abandoned child named DdOc, and her no-good husband (Hitu) 
from Cay ding mui elO'i. These two characters converse in very realistic 
dialogue which reveals character and cultural attitudes as it advances the 
plot. • • 

A second modem feature is H6 Bieu Chanh's frank subject matter. 
Ai lam du'q'c? contains a murder and a premarital se;mal relationship, 
Chua tau Kim-Qui includes a rape scene, and in Tinh mong a young 
unwed girl becomes pregnant after being seduced by a married man who 
is also her first cousin. In comparison to these actions the trans
gressions of Hoang Ng9C Phach's characters in I6 Tim seem hardly 
worth worrying about. H~ Bie"u CMnh was less afraid than his northern 
counterparts to deal with the "illegal doings and forbidden passions" that 
Lennard J. Davis and others have identified as common topics in the 
modem novel. 

A third feature relates to plot construction. AlptOl~h Ai lam dtilfc? 
has, as we have explained, a simple linear plot, H6 Bieu CMnh's next 
three novels are more intricately constructed. His works focus on the 
social relations of rural middle- and upper-class Vietnamese; in this 
sense they are novels of manners-exposes of the hypocritical lives led 
by provincial officials and landowners and their families. Usually, how
ever, his works contain a love story also and often, as in Chua tau 
Kim-Qui and Cay ding mui etO'i, add elements of the adventure story. By 
combining these different types of the nove} H6 Bi€u Chanh produced 
plots less psychological than the plot of TO Tim but more intricate in 
terms of the way different elements are blended into a whole. 

H6 Bie~ CMnh's style represents another innovation. He was the 
first Vietnamese novelist to experiment with realistic dialogue,18 the 
first to write close to the way people spoke. The literary critic Thanh 
Ung points out that it is in the novels of H6 Bie~ CMnh that we first 
hear characters refer to each other using the vulgar pronouns may and 
lao. 19 Like the narrators in T6 Tim and Qua dua (to, the narrator in H6 
Bie'u CMnh's novels often speaks in the balanced parallel phrases of the 
Chinese style (/6i Han-van), but H6 Bilu Chanh has his other charac
ters employ the colloquial rhythms and diction of their southern dialect. 
At a tim~ w~en northern writers still favored a more formal, literary 
style, H6 Bicu CMnh pioneered a very different, a more realistic ap
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proach to representing speech in prose. 
4\ A' , 

REASONS FOR HO BIEU CHANH'S lREATMENT BY CRITICS 
Why do some Vietnamese critics overlook H6 Bilu Chlinh's con

tributions to the Vieblamese novel? We have concluded that there are at 
least four reasons, two primarily textual and two primarily extra
textual. 

Thefrrst textual reason is the fact that many of H6 Bie~ Chlinh's 
first novels-two of his first three novels and eight of his first fif
teen-were modeled on French works. Although critics may point out 
that H6 Biiu Chlinh completely Vietnamized characters and scenes and 
that all writers in the early 1920s were, to some degree, imitating 
French works, still one senses that his reliance on French novels for 
plots and situations has hurt his reputation.20 

• 1 
The second textual reason has to do with the themes of H6 Bieu 

Chlinh's novels. Although he was innovative in the use of certain nov
elistic techniques, and although he dared to focus on forbidden passions 
and illegal doings--murder, premarital sex, adultery, ete.-he was very 
old-fashioned in his morality. He wrote his works to support Confucian 
values, the three bonds and five principles.21 Despite his more complex 
plots, his works-from 1912 to 1958-have the traditional happy end
ing, a 'h~u', in which the virtuous are rewarded and the wicked pun
ished. In this sense, his works are closer to the romance than the novel: 
they follow the romance rule of bienseance, or decorum, that demands 
that good characters ultimately be rewarded for their virtue. 

Nhit Linh and other writers began in the 1930s to write novels as 
part of a program to smash the traditional family and Confucian val
ues,22 but HO' Biiu Chlinh continued to support both. In some works 
he may reveal the bad consequences of arranged marriages. but through 
wisdom and flexibility, he suggests. a solution can be found. There was 
no need to destroy the entire moral system. H6 Biet Chlinh was by no 
means a revolutionary. He exposes the cruelty, greed, and selfishness of 
mandarins and landowners but he does not want to overthrow them, on
ly refonn them. The distinctions that interest him are not class dis
tinctions but moral distinctions: those who have nhlin-nghia [bene
volent love (and) righteousness] and those who lack it23 If only, he la
ments, more people would-rr9?g nglUa khinh tai [honor righteousness 
(and) despise riches], the luc-tmh [six delta provinces] would be a bet
ter place to live. By continuing to write works that espoused traditional 
Confucian morality when other writers were advocating more radical 
solutions, he made it easier for later critics to reject his works as dat
ed-as lying outside the main line of development of Vietnamese prose 
fiction. 

There are, however, extra-textual as well as textual reasons why 
Hoang Ng9C PMch or Nguy~n Tr<;mg Thu~t. not H6 Bie'u Chanh, is 
usually mentioned as the frrst Vietnamese novelist. 

The frrst has to do with the isolation of the south from the central 
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and northern regions. This isolation led northern literary historians like 
Du'dng Quang ffiun to, in effect, write literary histories that were his
tories of the north and central regions, not of the whole country. The 
southern writer and scholar Blnh Nguyen L9c told us that he is con
vinced Dddng Quang HAm failed to mention southern novelists in his 
well-known school textbook (1941)24 for the simple reason that he had 
not read their works.2S Until they began to be serialized in the popular 
magazine Phu nit Un vin [Women's News] in 1929, few readers in the 
North were aCquainted with the works of H6 Biiu Chanh.26 When this 
periodical was shut down by the colonial authorities in 1934. north
erners forgot about him. The literary historian Vu Ng<,>c Phan, writing 
in 1942. sa~s that "there are not many people in the North who remem
ber [He) Bieu CMnh] anymore" .27 He learns from reading a work by a 
southern critic that H6 Bie~ ChAnh is also the author of other works 
besides those printed in Pbl} nd tan van, including Ai lam dlllfc? but 
Vu Ngoc Phan admits he has not seen them. This unfamiliarity with 
H6 Bieb ChAnh's earliest works no doubt explains why he says Nguygn 
Tr9ng Thu~t, not He) Biiu ChAnh. was the ftrst Vietnamese to write a 
long narrative in prose.28 

But even if He) Biu ChAnh's works had been more readily available 
to northern and central readers, one doubts whether northerners would 
have considered them as on a par with T6 Tam and Qu~ dlia eM. Hanoi 
was the ancient capital of Vietnam whereas parts of the South had not 
been acquired from Cambodia until the second half of the eighteenth 
century. Education in Chinese characters never was as developed in the 
South as it was in the northern and central regions. Because the Me
kong Delta is a fertile rice-growing area, life was easier in the South. 
PartIy for these reasons, northerners regarded (and the attitude persists 
today) southerners as simpler and less affected-less culturally sophis
ticated-and these impressions of southern personality undoubtedly in
fluenced their judgments of southern literature. "People from Hanoi," 
Blnh Nguyen LOc points out. were like the Chinese who thought of 
themselves as living in the 'Middle Kingdom' and regarded all the 
peoples to the south as barbarians."29 7 

This second extra-textual reason why He) Bieu CMnh's contri
butions to the novel have not, in our opinion, been sufftciently recog
nized cannot be separated from textual features 0; his novels. By letting 
his characters speak naturally as they spoke in real life H6 Bie'u Chanh, 
in the view of northerners, was only demonstrating the typical southern 
preference for simplicity and informality. Northerners, especially 
northern intellectuals associated with the review Nam p'!9ng. preferred a 
more formal style. Both Hoang Ng<,>c PMch and Nguyen Tr9ng Thu~t 

wrote for Nam pbong. It is true that, when he wrote 1"6 Tam, Hoang 
Ngoc PMch wished to create a style different from the rhythmic parallel 
prose referred to as the Chinese style. He states in a 1942 interview 
with U Thanh that the Chinese style was one extreme he wanted to 
avoid. But, he adds. he did not want to go to the other extreme and write 
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awkwardly. "Especially in a novel," he says, "in which one has to de
scribe feelings a great deal, it is always better to write in a style that 
sounds pleasing when read out loud...30 Characters in the novels of 
Hoang NgQC Phach and Nguyan Tr<?ng Th~t speak in voices close to 
poetry and indeed they sometimes abandon prose completely and recite 
their own or someonl( els(s verse. 

Characters in Ho Bieu CMnh's novels, on the other hand, speak as 
people typically talk and do not suddenly begin to recite verse. North
erners clung tightly--much more tightly than southerners like Hd Bilu 
Chanh-to the notion of linguistic ornateness, to the notion that lan
guage was not a purely referential medium, not simply a tool to tell a 
story, but was itself a source of aesthetic interest Therefore one should 
not write exactly as one spoke but should dress up one's language with 
parallel structure and Chinese loan words. This hesitation to give up a 
more ornate style is partially a result of the lingering prestige of the 
Chinese style, partially a result of the Vietnamese passion for poetry
of their feeling that anything that deserves to be called literature should 
please the ear when read aloud. This passion for poetic language led 
northern critics to underestimate H~ Bilu Chanh's accomplishments. 
Writing in 1967, the literary critic Thanh Lang asks: "Have those in 
literary circles in the North not paid attention to H~ Biiu CMnh's nov
els because he adopted the position that one should write Vietnamese as 
one speaks?"31 It seems likely this is exactly what happened.32 

CONCLUSIONS 
We conclude, first of all, that the first Vietnamese novels were 

written in the Mekong Delta re~ion ?by southern writers. The most 
prominent of these writers was Ho Bieu Chanh. Although his wC)rks do 
uphold traditional Confucian virtue~specially fllial piety (hieu) and 
benevolent righteousness (nhan-nghia), themes associated with earlier 
verse romances like Ll;Ic VAn Tien-they are not only novels but 
modern novels. Their accurate depiction of middle-class life, frank sub
ject matter, more complex plots, and colloquial dialogue make H~ Bie~ 
Chanh's works more modem certainly than Qu~ dw eta and as modern as 
T6 TAm. By calling attention to H~ Bieu Chanh's achievements we do 
not mean to minimize the impact of Hoang NgQC PMch's Tb TAm. Its 
psychological structure, its analytical/descriptive prose style, and most 
importantly its bold presentation of the temptation of individual free
dom, especially in matters of the heart, made it an important precursor 
of later works by writers associated with the Self-Strength Literary 
Group (TIJLlic van Dodn).33 We would argue, however, that it was 
not the fIrst novel and that H6 Biiu CMnh, too, has inspired later writ
ers, especially southerners like Blob Nguyen LQc and Sdn Nam. 

Our second conclusion relates to how literary judgments are made. 
Until recently readers, including professors of literature, have assumed, 
without much reflection, that the selection of literary texts for honors 
and for inclusion in anthologies and for discussion in scholarly works 
was based primarily on purely literary criteria. The treatment of Hd 
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Biet CMnh by Vietnamese critics provides an interesting example-a 
case study-{)f what scholars investigating the fonnalion of the Anglo
American literary canon have found: namely, that purely literary judg
ments do not exist-that all judgments are influenced by socia-polit
ical and cultural factors. 
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We Interviewed Vietnamese scl:lolars and writers now living In the 
United States and are Indebted to them for many Insights regarding the 
early development of the Vietnamese novel. At the start of our research 
Nguy~n Ng9c B1ch suggested we look closely at HO BI~u Ch6nh. and so 
we owe a special debt to him. 
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Literature] (Saigon: Trinh Bay, 1967), 1'1'. 441-49. Another literary historian, Phan 
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he refen to simply u 'tiIL.thuyit'. See hi. Tlb·tlllyft Vlft·Na. 1I1~ ••6,1 [The Con
temporary Vietnamese Novel], Vol. 2 (Hanoi: Dai-Hoc va Trung-Hoc Chuyen· 
Nghi~, 1975), 1'1'. 39, 52. • . • 

4. We quote here from Lennard J. Davi., r.ct.al Fldlo.s: TIle Orillas of th 
EalllJlI Nonl (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983), p. 40. Our definition 
of the novel is based primarily on Davis' di.cussion. In "From Verse Narrative to 
Novel: The Development of Prose Fiction in Vietnam" Jouut of Asl.. Studlu 
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vene narrative to novel by contrasting Nguyen f>inh Orieu's L!c Vb rn. (ca. 1860), 
which we argue is a romance, with Hoang NgC}C Ph'ch'. 11 n. [Pure Hean], which 
we argue is a novel--but not the first Vietnamese novel. 

5, See Ian Watt, Tile Rise of tile Nonl (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1957), 1'1'. 27-30. 

6. Davis, p. 40. , 
7. The f:pllowing Ijterary hi.torian. do not mption H$ Bieu Chmh at all: Tnic 

Hl, "Lu'dc-khao vi sl/ ti&-h6a cUa qu&-vin trong lOi vih tie1-thuy&" [An Outline of 
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175 (Aug. 1932): 116-134; Dddng Quang Ham, VI~t-N.....·II4!C liI.yl. [A 
Historical Survey of Vietnamese Literature] (Saigon: B6 Gi~Dl;Jc, [1941) 1968), 
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Khue, Ba .1Id! .1. d.·IIO( [Thirty Years of Literature] (Hanoi.: Tin Viet, 1942); Vu 
Ng9C Phan, NlIl via IIlf.-I~1 [Con~em'porary Writers], Vol. 2 (GlCl?dale, CA: Dainam, 
[1941l197~ [date of reprint not mdlcated)), 1'1'. 359-366; Maunce M. Durand and 
Nguyen TriJI Huin. A. I.trod.ctto. to Vld...elt Llteratare (New York: Columbia 
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University Press, [1969] 1985); BUi Xuan Bao, NalssaDce d holatlol da rom.. 
,ldDamlea .oderle: 1925·1945 (Paris: DI1<1ng M6i, [1972] 1985). 

8. It is quite possible that NguySn Trl?"g Thuit was influenced by Swift's work 
and by Defoe's RobllSol Crusoe and Fenelon's nli.aqu. Vietnamese translations 
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serial fonn in the periodical D6Dg·DtldnC l.!p.chl [Indochina Magazine]. Often the 
translation of English works was based on a French version. See Thanh Ung, pp. 
199-230. _ , 

9. The aqthors of these,prose narratives were Nguyen Trong Quang, Tntdng Ouy 
T~, and Tran Chanh Chieu. See below, note 10, for information on Tran Chanh 
Chieu. We have not been able to f~d any biographical infonnation on Nguyen Trong 
Qu~g or Tn1dng Duy. T~. H{j Bieu Chlnh ~entions these writei'll in an unpublisfled 
autobiography DlII cia t61 [My Life). Nguyen Khue o~ined a copy of the type
written manuscript of this autobiography from He')' Bieu Cbanh's, oldfst son. It 
becomes an impo~t source for his critical biography, CUI·d...C H6 BlllI ChaDh [A 
Portrait of He')' Bieu ClWthl,(Saigon: Lila ThiSng, 1974). 
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Vletla_ese AIUcolollalis. (Berkeley: University of Ciliomia Pren, 1971), pp. 
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the date of first publication is listed as 1922, but that on He')' Bieu Chanh's list of 
publications in his unpublished autobiography (see our note 9) the date is given as 
1925. In his autobiography He')' Bie~ Chlnh mentions that he wrote AI Iii. ItWe? in 
1912 (see Nguy.& Khue, p. 39); and the final installment of the version prinied in 
NIIDC cll~ .1. in., which appeared on March 18, 1920. ends as follows: "Camau, 
manh thu [autumn] 1912. H. Biet Chanh." We read AI Iii. et'lI\k? as it appeared in 
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Hw Phl1c's "Quyen T~ TA. ra d<1i." [Til TADI Comes V1to Being]. This article appears 
as a Preface to the 1925 and s~seqlf'lt ~itions of TIl TAm. , . 

13. See, for example, Doin Quoc Sy, Vr•• hC]C ,iI t1f~.tlallylt [literature and the 
Novel] (Saigon: Publisher not listed, 1972, p. 227; and Thanh Ling, p. 560. 
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Nail pllonc 9 (March 1918): 139;)54. 

15. The list a~rs in N&.uyp Khue, p. 160. 
16. Pham QuYnh, "Ban ve tieu-thuyk [A Discussion of the Novel], Nam phong 

48 (Jan. 19i1): 8. r 
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printed in Nguyen Khue, pp. 39-45'; and in many editions of H{j Bieu Chanh's novels. 

18. In writing rea1isuc dial0lue H6 Bieu Chlnh was no doubt inspired by two 
other southern writers. Tnlong Viilh Ky and Huynh Tinh C~a. Although neither of 
these writers wrote novels, they did produce collectioos of folk .tales and humorClPs 
stories written in a colloquial style. Two well-known collections are Tnidng Vinh 
Ki's CllIyh diiI xn [Stories of Olden Times] (1866) and HuYnh Tinh clla's Truyb 
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21. The three bonds are king-subject. parent-child, and husband-wife; the five 
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22. For information on Nh~t Linh, whose real name was Nguyen T11ol1g Tam, see 

HuYnh Sanh ThOng, "Main Trends of Vietnamese Literature between the Two World 
Wars", The Vltt..m For.., 3 (Winter-5pring 1984): 99-125. 

23. This explains the lukewa!'!1.\ trealt]1ent he has received from contemporary 
Hanoi critics like Phan O! D? See Tlfa.thlyU, Vol. I (\974), pp. 29-50. 

24. The work mentioned in note 7. 
25. Personal communication, January 5, 1987. 
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June 22-271. 1982. 

27. V'!. Ng<?C Phan, Vol. 2, p. 359. 
28. Vu NgQC Phan, Vol. I, p. 158. 
29. Personal co,..munication, January 5, 1987. Bloh Nguyen Lac made this 

remark in the course of a long interview. He was spealting of attitudes that existed 
when transportation and communication linIcing the different regions of Vietnam 
were not well developed. a situation that caused, in ms view, a great deal of mutual 
rnisWlderstanding. He made it clear that he believed a lack of knowledge of southern 
literature or. the part of northerners, not rellional prejudice, was the main cause 
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30. U Thanh, C.~ pho.~·v'. cic "h_ va" [Interviews with Writers] (Hanoi: 
Dlfi Mc'1i, 1942), p. 108. 

31. Thanh Ung, p. 568. , 
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33. For information on tms group, see HuYnh Sanh Thong, "Main Trends". 


